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With deep gratitude, I would like to thank you everyone who ever come to my life, which have inspired me, touched
me, and guided me to the light from their existence.
First and foremost I would like to thank my parents Tjeng Yan and Shok Moi for their lifelong love, guidance, support
and encouragement. Thank you for always believing me.
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I also wish to thank ACUCA who have formed this student exchange program thus I could enjoy study experience in
Taiwan that enrich my experience and knowledge. In addition, I would like to thank Fu Jen Catholic University (FJU)
for giving me opportunity to study there and for every service from FJU’s International Friendship Community.
I would like to acknowledge Ms Maria Hutapea (Atma Jaya Yogayakarta University) for her guidance, encouragement
and support on my study exchange journey. Thank you! And I would also like to thank Ms Agnes Chang (FJU) and Ms
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Thank you
Sincerely,

Dewi
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My name is Dewi, a student of Atma Jaya Yogyakarta University (UAJY) who joined ACUCA student exchange
program in Taiwan, at Fu Jen Catholic University (FJU). My major is Management in Financial concentration.
I mentioned before in my application form “the reason why I’m interested to study abroad was because I
think this exchange would guide me to become more meaningful person and I really get it.
I spent almost four months in Taiwan (started from last February until mid of June). My first impression
towards FJU are, FJU is a big university with many good and supported facilities for students; such as parks where
student can study, three big libraries, a sport center, running track, baseball and basketball field, swimming pool,
cafeterias, dormitories for students, churches, and hospital. The other thing that impresses me was the environment
inside the University is clean and beauty that made us comfortable for study there. FJU really take care of its campus
area, on every Sunday there will be some people with their family come to walk around FJU or spent their time by
cycling, playing around with their children, or taking their pets around FJU campus area This is because FJU has lots of
park and the air around campus area is clean and fresh.
During the student exchange program I haven’t not only gained knowledge from the four subjects I took in FJU
but also several important things such as I have known more about Taiwan’s culture, improved my skill in mandarin
language, learned to be more creative, and enhanced my self-confidence.
Talking about the four subjects that I took during my study in FJU were Seminar on Global Business
Management, Contemporary issues in Finance, Business and Economics, Communication Business and Negotiation,
and Supply Chain Management.
In Seminar on Global Business Management subject, l learned much about entrepreneurial. There are many important
people being invited to this class to give lesson. Those people came to share their experiences and their successful
stories in doing business, and it encouraged students to create high spirit of entrepreneur. In Contemporary Issues of
Finance, Business and Economics subject I learned some issues of Taiwan’s business for example about Taiwan Semi
Conductor Manufacturing Corporation (TSMC) which is well known as a chip maker for leading American
manufacturers like Dell Computer and HP and current issues in world’s economy. In Communication Business and
Negotiation subject I was being taught how to make a good business presentation
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